Navy Expeditionary Intelligence Command (NAVEXINTCOM)

1. **Background.** Navy Expeditionary Intelligence Command (NAVEXINTCOM) operational billets require duty in arduous and combat environments. Duty is frequently isolated, independent, and involves deployment with various organizations engaged in operations at sea, on the ground, and in littoral zones.

   a. **Designation.** The screening requirements in this article pertain to NAVEXINTCOM personnel assigned to the following positions:

      (1) Tactical human intelligence (HUMINT) collectors;

      (2) Tactical electronic warfare (TAC-EW) operators; and

      (3) Expeditionary intelligence analysts (EIA).

Intelligence specialists (IS), cryptologic technician (networks) (CTN), and cryptologic technician (collection) (CTR) will be assigned to one of the above positions. They are trained and equipped to provide a wide variety of human intelligence operations and tactical information operations support, including electronic warfare and select computer network operations.

   b. **Exception.** The screening requirements in this article do not apply to support personnel (i.e., PS, YN, LS, IT, GM, CTM or OS) assigned to the shore UIC 33800.
c. Location. Billets are located within NAVEXINTCOM, Dam Neck, Virginia (UIC 40623).

d. Tour Lengths. Duty with NAVEXINTCOM (UIC 40623) is classified as Type 2 sea duty. Due to the extensive amount of training involved, the minimum tour length is 48 months or sea/shore flow (whichever is greater).

e. Obligated Service (OBLISERV). Required OBLISERV for this program is 48 months.

f. Weapons. Sailors must achieve and maintain qualifications on various individual weapons. Reference (a) (1996 Lautenberg Amendment to the Gun Control Act of 1968) prohibits access to firearms by persons convicted of any misdemeanor crime of domestic violence. This policy also applies to any felony crimes and general and special courts-martial convictions that otherwise meet the definition of a “crime of domestic violence.” Any member disqualified from handling or training on weapons is not eligible for duty at NAVEXINTCOM.

2. Requirements or Qualifications

a. Eligible Personnel. This article applies to the following ratings assigned to NAVEXINTCOM:

(1) IS;

(2) CTR; and

(3) CTN.

b. Applicant Requirements. Candidates must meet the following additional requirements:

(1) Must volunteer for assignment;

(2) Have no non-judicial punishment or military or civil convictions, other than traffic violations, in the past 2 years from date of application;

(3) Have no alcohol-related incidents during the past 2 years;
(4) Be recommended by current chain of command and NAVEXINTCOM, Human Intelligence Operations Officer (N2X) or NAVEXINTCOM, Information Warfare Officer (IWO) (as applicable);

(5) Be eligible to receive Top Secret sensitive compartmented information security clearance; and

(6) Have no physical fitness assessment failures during the past 3 years from date of application.

3. Completion of NAVPERS 1306/92 Special Program Screening is not required due to coordination of screening between member’s current command and NAVEXINTCOM. However, in addition to the screening outlined in this article, all personnel must complete operational duty screening per MILPERSMAN 1300-800.

4. Detailed screening information may be obtained by contacting:

| Officers/HUMINT/EIA - NAVEXINTCOM N2X: | (757) 492-8470 |
| TAC-EW - NAVEXINTCOM IWO: | (757) 492-0791 |